
Performance Appraisals: no surprises

Excellent presentation; This program was a plus for developing 
skills in supervision; Material was directed to actual individual 
problems and really forced one to think!; I really enjoyed this!; 
The materials were well prepared and presented; I thought the 
training presentation was excellent; Excellent!; I enjoyed this 
seminar, due to its contents and also because of the smallness 
of the group; The group activities were very helpful--the 
instructor's ability to communicate the subject manner was 
excellent; Expected a boring session, but was pleasantly surprised; 
Direct, concise information; Insightful; Trainer provided me with 
a lot of good ideas on performance evaluation/appraisals; The 
role playing was difficult for me; Excellent and insightful; I always 
leave these trainings (with Andrew Schwartz) feeling that I need 
to return to learn more--thanks again; This training should be 
provided to all managerial and supervisory staff; How I can better 
handle performance appraisals and make information more 
concrete; Keeping on track during evaluations and how not to 
be distracted emotionally; Addressing the problems of the 
indifferent employee -- both in terms of identification and 
solutions; Formulas and ideas for preparation of evaluation and 
during the evaluation; How to work on a measurable goal; The 
participant handouts; How to set realistic goals and objectives; 
How everything you do, say, move, can make a difference to 
the person you are evaluating; How to keep the conversation 
on track; The guidelines for interacting with people which I had 
previously not thought about and was unaware of; How 
performance evaluation can address the problems directly and 
in a positive fashion; Developing the skill to evaluate from start 
to finish; Review of the materials was very helpful as well as 
having a manual to refer to for future reference; The work and 
development plans with the steps to follow; Filing out the actual 
forms and working in groups was excellent; Understanding the 
on-going cycle and how to better manage this as a supervisor 
was what made this training an eye opener and motivator for 
me; Goal setting -- how to manage how to achieve and how 
to set appropriate ones; Excellent handout for future reference; 
Understanding and working more closely with each employee 
in establishing performance standards; The issues of fair and 
firm were clearly explained and quite useful; To set realistic goals 
for each employee; How to coach, counsel and communicate; 
Generate structure to goals; Tangible pieces to go back to work 
with: i.e. objectives, productivity formula, etc.; Employee appraisals 
-- this will help me in the future in doing my reviews on my 
employees; The essentials to keep in mind when dealing with 
an employee; Specific guidelines and techniques within time 
frames for managing the evaluation outcome.
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